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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M), 

CHAPAKHOWA, SADIYA, 

 

GR No. 116 of 2018  

 

STATE OF ASSAM 

-VS- 

    1. SRI GAMA PASSI, S/O: LT. SHANKAR PRASAD PASSI 

    2. SMTI. LABANYA PASSI, W/O: SRI BIRENDRA PASSI 

    3. SRI RAHUL PASSI, S/O: SRI BIRENDRA PASSI 

    4. SMTI. RANJU PASSI, D/O: SRI BIRENDRA PASSI 

ADDRESS: VILL. TELIYA PATTY, P.S. DHOLLA,  

DIST. TINSUKIA (ASSAM)  

 

Under Section 447/294/323/506/34 of IPC 

 

 Present:            Debasish Kashyap, 

     Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M), Sadiya 

 

 

FOR THE STATE:  Mrs. Sulekha Kar, learned Asstt. PP 

 
FOR THE ACCUSED: Mr. Putukan Chiring, learned defence counsel  

 
OFFENCE EXPLAINED ON: 17.03.2018   
 
EVIDENCE RECORDED ON: 05/06/2018, 10/07/2018, 04/08/2018, 09/11/2018 

 
ARGUMENT HEARD ON: 17.05.2019 
 
JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON: 31.05.2019 

JUDGMENT 

 

1. The case of the prosecution is that in the morning of 19/02/2017 when 

Bidya Sagar Gupta opened the back door of his house, the accused persons 

namely Sri Gama Passi, Sri Rahul Passi, Smti Ranju Sahani and Smti. Labanya 
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Passi had restrained him from opening the door. Thereafter, all the accused 

persons assaulted the father of Bidya Sagar Gupta. Moreover, all the accused 

persons on the direction of Gama Passi had assaulted Bidya Sagar’s wife Prity 

Devi, abused her with slang words and criminally threatened them. An FIR was 

lodged by Bidya Sagar Gupta about the incident at Dholla P.S. which was 

registered as Dholla P.S case No. 11/2017 under section 447/294/325/506/34 of 

IPC and A.S.I Dipak Gogoi was entrusted to investigate the case by O/C, S.I. 

Padma Gogoi. Finally charge-sheet was submitted by S.I., Padma Gogoi under 

Section 447/294/323/506/34 of IPC against the accused persons. 

 

2. The accused persons appeared in the Court on receipt of summons. 

Copies of relevant documents were furnished to them. After hearing both sides, 

particulars of offence under Section 447/294/323/506/34 of IPC was explained to 

the accused persons by my learned predecessor to which they pleaded not guilty 

and claimed to be tried. 

 

3. Prosecution has adduced evidence of nine witnesses including M/O and 

I/O. The accused persons were examined under Section 313 of Cr.P.C. and their 

plea is of total denial. Defence side declined to adduce any evidence and hence 

defence evidence is closed. I have heard the argument of both the sides 

 

4.    POINT FOR DETERMINATION: 

 

1. Whether the accused persons in furtherance of their common intention in 

the morning of 19.02.2017 criminally trespassed into the house of Kailash Shah 

at Telia Patti, Dholla, Dist. Tinsukia, Assam and thereby committed an offence 

punishable under Section 447/34 of IPC? 

 

2. Whether the accused persons in furtherance of their common intention in 

the morning of 19.02.2017 in the house of Kailash Shah at Telia Patti, Dholla, 

Dist. Tinsukia, Assam verbally abused Smt. Pritty Gupta with slang words to the 

annoyance of others and thereby committed an offence punishable under Section 

294/34 of IPC? 

3.       Whether the accused persons in furtherance of their common intention in 
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the morning of 19.02.2017 in the house of Kailash Shah at Telia Patti, Dholla, 

Dist. Tinsukia, Assam voluntarily caused hurt to Smt. Pritty Gupta and Kailash 

Shah and thereby committed an offence punishable under Section 323/34 of 

IPC?  

4. Whether the accused persons in furtherance of their common intention in 

the morning of 19.02.2017 in the house of Kailash Shah at Telia Patti, Dholla, 

Dist. Tinsukia, Assam committed criminal intimidation by threatening Sri Kailash 

Shah with injury to his person with intent to cause alarm to him and thereby 

committed an offence punishable under Section 506/34 of IPC? 

 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREFORE: 

All the points for determination are taken together for discussion for the sake of 

convenience. 

 

5. PW1 Sri Bidyasagar Gupta is the complainant of this case. He deposed 

that the incident took place about one year ago in the month of January, 2017 at 

about 6:00/6:30 pm. At the time of the incident he was at home. All the accused 

persons had trespassed into his house from the back side by breaking the 

backdoor of his house. They all assaulted his father with fist and blows and with 

stones and made him fell down. His father had injuries on his face, stomach, legs 

and in all the parts of the body as a result. He took his father to the police 

station and lodged this case. Later, his father was taken to Dholla medical. Police 

came to enquire about the matter in the morning and in the night. He proved the 

FIR as Ext1 and his signature as Ext1(1). In his cross, he stated that the quarrel 

took place in the morning. He clarified that it is by mistake that the quarrel took 

place in the evening. He also stated that the accused Gama Passi did not go 

inside their house. The witness further stated that a land dispute is going on 

between the parties.  

 

6. PW2 Smti. Preety Gupta is wife of the complainant. She deposed that the 

incident took place in January, 2017 during the evening time. She was at home 

at that time. All the accused persons came after having picnic and they broke the 

door of her house from the back side. The accused persons had assaulted her 
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father in law. Her neighbour Durga Devi had come and told her that her father in 

law was being assaulted. She went along with her husband and at that time the 

accused who came in 5/6 members had thrashed her husband towards the wall 

and they assaulted her husband and father in law. Her husband told her not to 

interfere and complain at the thana. The daughter of Birendar Passi came and 

pulled her hair and gave her two slaps. Ranju Passi, the daughter of Birendar 

Pasi had assaulted her on her hand and she also assaulted her five years old son 

by giving one slap. After that Prity Devi went to the police station and 

complained about it and police came to the spot and enquired about the incident. 

Thereafter her husband lodged a case. After two days again the daughters of 

Birender Passi came and used slang words against her. They all went to the 

Medical through Dholla P.S. In her cross, she stated that the incident took place 

around 6.30 PM. It was dark pitch night at that time. The occurrence took place 

at her own land. Her father in law used to stay with her along with her husband. 

The occurrence did not take place at the house where they lived. At the time of 

occurrence she was at her house (i.e rented house). She also stated that Gamma 

Passi was not present there at the place of occurrence.     

 

7. PW3 Durga Devi deposed that the complainant is her neighbor and the 

incident took place at about 9 to 10 am about one year back. She again deposed 

that there was a quarrel between the informant and the accused persons. The 

accused person Gama Passi, his son, daughter in law, daughter had assaulted 

Kailash Sah’s daughter in law Preety Devi. The accused had assaulted with a lathi 

and slapped her and Kailash Shah. The accused broke the door of the informant’s 

house and assaulted them. Preety’s hair was snatched. The whole occurrence 

took place in front of her eyes. In her cross, she stated that the occurrence took 

place at their own house and Preety stay at a rented house. She was staying at 

her house. She did not went inside the house where the occurrence took place. 

She did not see what happened inside the house. She further stated that Gama 

Passi was not present at the place of incident. The back door was broken. The 

back door could be seen from her house. She went along with Bidya Sagar Gupta 

and Preety Devi.  
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8. PW4 Smti. Arati Kalita deposed that the incident had happened on one 

morning about one year ago. She was inside house at the time of the incident. 

She heard commotion. Kailash tried to come out from the house but Birendra 

Passi pushed him inside by pressing his neck. On the same evening, Kailash’s 

daughter in law was slapped by Labanya Passi and her daughters. Moreover, the 

daughters of Labanya Passi had assaulted kailash’s daughter in law with sandal.  

In her cross she stated that she did not see the incident and only heard about 

the same. However, she had seen Preety being assaulted at about 5:00pm. She 

also stated that the incident took place at Kailash’s own house.  

 

9. PW5 Smti Girija Devi deposed that the complainant and the accused 

persons are her neighbours. She testified that the occurrence took place about 

one year ago during the evening time. She was inside her house at that time. 

There was a hulla and she came out of the house and she heard about the 

quarrel. However, she is not aware who assaulted whom. 

 

10. PW6 Sri Kailsah Sah who is the victim of this case and the father of the 

complainant deposed that the incident took place at evening time while he was 

preparing the lamp (saki). At that time, all the accused persons kicked the back 

door of his house and he fell down. They started assaulting him with lathi, hands 

and legs and he had injuries all over his body as a result. His son and daughter in 

law came and took him to the hospital. It is again testified by him that his son 

and daughter in law were also assaulted by few accused persons. In his cross, he 

stated that he was alone at his house at the time of incident. Gama Passi did not 

enter his house. He again stated that the incident took place inside the house 

where he stays and neighbours had seen the incident. He further stated that his 

son and daughter in law stay at a rented house.  

 

11.  PW7 Smti. Saraswati Gupta deposed that the incident took place about 

5-6 months ago during evening and she was at home at that time. There was 

quarrel between complainant and the accused and she went to see the incident. 

The accused was engaged in a quarrel with her sister in law Prity Gupta. She 

testified that the door of the house of the complainant was broken by the son of 

Birender Passi. Ranju Passi’s daughter came to assault Prity Gupta. She again 
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deposed that the accused persons had lodged a false case against them. In her 

cross, she stated that she was not present while the door was broken. Prity 

Gupta had told her that the door was broken by Rahul Passi. As stated by her, 

when she reached the place of occurrence, the quarrel had already stopped. She 

again stated that Prity Gupta was not assaulted by anybody. 

 

12. PW8 Dr. Arnab Kashyap is the Medical officer. He stated that on 

19/02/2017 he was at the Saikhowa ghat State Dispensary and on that day he 

examined Kailash Sah, aged 75 yrs, Son of Late Mukesh Sah. During his 

examination he found tenderness over the facial region, abrasion over the right 

knee. The injury is simple in nature. He again stated that on the same day he 

examined Pretty Devi and he found swelling and tenderness around the left eye. 

The injury is simple injury. Ext 2 & Ext3 are the injury reports and Ext 2(1) and 

Ext3(1) are his signature. In his cross, he stated that the police case reference 

number is not there in the report. The date of examination 19/02/2017 at 6:05 

pm. The age of injury is not mentioned in the report.  

 

13. PW9 is the I.O of the case. He stated that on 19/02/2017 he was working 

as ASI at the Dholla PS. On that day one FIR was lodged by Bidya Sagar Gupta 

at Dholla PS. The O/C of Dholla PS registered the case and he was entrusted to 

investigate the case. He went to the place of occurrence, prepared sketch map, 

recorded the statement of the witnesses. The accused were directed to surrender 

at the police station. The injured were send to the hospital and they were 

medically examined. The medical reports were collected by him. The accused 

were allowed to go on bail as the offences were bailable in nature. After 

completing the investigation, he handed over the case diary to the O/C, Heman 

Sarma and he had submitted charge sheet in this case. He proved the sketch 

map as Ext.4 and his signature as Ext.4(1). He also proved the charge sheet as 

Ext.5 and the signature of O/C, Heman Sarma as Ext.5(1) which he could 

identify. In his cross, he stated that the incident had taken place in the courtyard 

and not inside the house. The eye witnesses were Saraswati Gupta, Arati Kalita, 

Durga Devi and Girija Devi. He also stated that the occurrence took place at 6.30 

AM. He further stated that nothing was seized by him from the place of 

occurrence.  
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14. From the consideration of the entire evidence on record, it appears that 

all the witnesses in this case except the M.O. and the I.O. are eye witnesses. The 

I.O. as P.W.9 has stated that the witnesses Saraswati Gupta, Arati Kalita, Durga 

Devi and Girija Devi are the eye witnesses. However, it transpires that the 

versions of the witnesses including the complainant and the victims regarding the 

alleged incident is different. The FIR (Ext.1) mentions that the alleged incident 

had taken place on the morning of 19.02.2017. However, the informant himself 

as P.W.1 stated in his evidence that the incident took place at 6.00-6.30 in the 

evening. However, in his cross, he stated that it was by mistake that he has 

mentioned the time as evening. But, the incident had actually happened in the 

morning. Again, Prity Gupta who is one of the victims has stated as P.W.2 that 

the incident had occurred in the evening. On the other hand, Durga Devi who 

claims to be one of the eye witnesses has stated as P.W.3 that the incident had 

taken place at about 9.00-10.00 in the morning. Again, Arati Kalita who also 

claims to have seen the incident has stated as P.W.4 that the incident had 

occurred in the morning. On the other hand, witness Girija Devi who is the 

neighbor of the complainant and the accused persons stated as P.W.5 that the 

occurrence took place in the evening. Further, Kailash Shah who is one of the 

victims stated as P.W.6 that the incident had happened during the evening when 

he was preparing the lamp. Another witness, Saraswati Gupta who is a relative of 

the complainant stated as P.W.7 that the incident had happened during evening 

time. It is thus clear that even the victims of the alleged incident are not sure 

about the time of the alleged incident. The version of the eye witnesses 

regarding the time of the alleged incident is also different. Slight difference 

regarding the time of the incident in the version of witnesses is quite probable. 

But, such huge difference of time as to the occurrence of the alleged incident in 

the version of the eye witnesses is very much improbable. This in turn raises 

question mark on the reliability of the evidence of these witnesses.  

 

15. The FIR (Ext.1) mentions that when the father of Bidya Sagar Gupta tried 

to open the back door of his house, the accused persons restrained him and 

thereafter, they had assaulted his father and his wife. However, the complainant 

Bidya Sagar Gupta as P.W.1 stated in his evidence that all the accused persons 

had trespassed into his house by breaking the back door of his house. It is thus 
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clear that the complainant himself has exaggerated and improved upon the 

contents of the FIR in his evidence in Court. Even the wife of the complainant as 

P.W.2 stated that the accused persons had broken the door of their house from 

back side. Similarly, Durga Devi as P.W.3 who is an eye witness also stated that 

the accused persons had broken the back door of the house of the informant. On 

the other hand, another witness, Arati Kalita stated as P.W.4 that when Kailash 

tried to come out after opening the door, Birender Passi had pushed him inside 

by pressing his neck. This witness did not state about breaking of any door by 

the accused persons. Even the victim Kailash Shah who is the father of the 

complainant did not state about the accused persons breaking any door. 

However, another eye witness, Saraswati Gupta as P.W.7 also stated that she 

had seen a broken door. It is thus clear that the complainant has improved upon 

the contents of the FIR in his evidence. Moreover, the version of the victims and 

the eye witnesses regarding the same incident is also different. The I.O (P.W.9) 

has clearly stated that no seizure was made at the place of occurrence. Thus, 

there is no seizure of any broken door to support the version of the witnesses 

who has alleged regarding breaking of the door by the accused persons. Such 

contradictions and omissions would certainly lessen the credibility of these 

witnesses.  

 

16. Again, the complainant as P.W1 has stated in his evidence that all the 

accused persons had trespassed into his house and assaulted his father and wife. 

However, the wife of the complainant as P.W.2 stated that the incident had 

happened in the own land of the accused persons and not in the house where 

they stay. On the other hand, another eye witness, Durga Devi stated as P.W.3 

that the occurrence took place in their own house. The victim, Kailash Shah 

stated as P.W.6 that the occurrence took place inside the house. Another eye 

witness, Saraswati Gupta did not state anything about the exact place of the 

incident. On the other hand, the I/O of the case as P.W.9 stated that the incident 

had happened at the courtyard and not inside the house. Even the sketch map 

(Ext.4) also supports the same. Such contradictory versions from the victims and 

the eye witnesses makes their evidence doubtful. There is hence no satisfactory 

evidence from the prosecution to show that the accused persons had trespassed 

into the house of the complainant.      
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17. Another allegation of the prosecution is that the accused persons have 

physically assaulted Bidya Sagar’s father and wife. The complainant Bidya Sagar 

has also mentioned the same in his FIR (Ext.1). It is also mentioned in Ext.1 that 

the accused persons had assaulted Bidya Sagar’s wife on the direction of Gama 

Passi. Moreover, the accused persons had verbally abused Bidya Sagar’s wife 

with slang words and criminally threatened Bidya Sagar’s father. In his evidence, 

Bidya Sagar as P.W.1 stated that the accused persons had assaulted his father 

with fist blows and stones because of which his father sustained injuries on his 

face, stomach, legs and in all parts of his body. Thereafter, he took his father for 

medical examination to Dholla medical. Here, in his evidence, the complainant 

has not stated anything about the accused persons assaulting his wife on the 

direction of Gama Passi. He also did not state anything regarding the accused 

persons verbally abusing his wife with slang words or threatening his father. 

Thus, the complainant himself has not fully supported the contents of his FIR and 

also the prosecution case.  

 

18. Now giving a twist to the version of the complainant, the victim Kailash 

Shah as P.W.6 stated that the accused persons kicked on the door of his house 

and he fell down. Thereafter, the accused persons started assaulting him with 

stick, hands and legs because of which he sustained injuries all over his body. He 

again stated that his son, i.e., the complainant and his daughter in law were also 

assaulted by the accused. The witness specifically stated in his cross that the 

incident occurred in his house and the accused Gama Passi did not enter his 

house. Thus, it is an admission on the part of this witness the accused Gama 

Passi did not assault him. The wife of the complainant is another victim of the 

alleged incident. Her version in evidence again gives a new twist to the alleged 

incident. She stated as P.W.2 that the accused broke the door of her house from 

the back side and assaulted her father in law. Her neighbor Dura Devi informed 

her about the incident and she along with her husband went to that place. The 

accused 5/6 in numbers thrashed her husband, i.e., the complainant towards the 

wall. Her husband told her not to interfere and to lodge a case. Then the 

daughter of Birender Passi plucked her hair and gave her two slaps. Ranju Passi 

had assaulted her on her hand and also assaulted her five year old son by giving 

one slap. After two days, the daughters of Birender Passi came and used slang 
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words against her.        

 

19. From this evidence, it is clear that all these witnesses were present at the 

same place at the time of the alleged incident. Hence, there is no question that 

there could be different versions from them regarding the same incident. 

However, while the P.W.1 stated in his evidence that his father was assaulted 

with fist blows and stones, the victim (P.W.6) on the other hand has stated that 

he was assaulted by the accused with stick, hands and legs. No such stone or 

stick is however seized by police. Moreover, while the complainant has never 

mentioned about any assault on him or his wife by the accused persons, these 

two witnesses (P.W.2 and P.W.6) have brought this new version through their 

evidence. P.W.2 has narrated in detail how she and her husband were assaulted 

by the accused persons while on the other hand, her husband (P.W.1) has not 

even mentioned about any such assault on him and his wife. The P.W.2 has even 

gone on to state that her 5 year old son too was assaulted by the accused Ranju 

Passi which is quite beyond the prosecution case. The version of these witnesses 

hence gives rise to confusion and doubt. 

 

20. The eye witness Durga Devi as P.W.3 has also stated that the accused 

persons had assaulted Kailash shah and his daughter in law Prity with lathi and 

slap. She stated in her evidence in chief that the whole incident had taken place 

in front of her own eyes. However, in her cross, she stated that the incident took 

place inside the house. She again stated that she was in her own house and did 

not go inside the house where the occurrence took place. She specifically stated 

in her cross that she did not see what happened inside the house. Owing to such 

contradictory statement, the evidence of this witness lacks credibility. Another 

witness Arati Kalita (P.W.4) also narrated her own version of the incident in her 

evidence in chief. But, in her cross she stated that she had not seen any incident 

but had only heard about the same. While in her chief, she has stated that the 

incident had happened in the morning, in her cross on the other hand, she stated 

that she had seen Prity being assaulted at 5 in the afternoon. Her evidence too is 

hence full of contradictory statements which lacks credibility. The witness P.W.5 

has not at all supported the prosecution case. Again, another witness, P.W.7 has 

narrated a different story in her chief which does not support the prosecution 
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case. In her cross, she specifically stated that Prity Gupta was not assaulted by 

anyone. Hence, the evidence of these witnesses would not be of any help to the 

prosecution. 

 

21. The prosecution has also relied upon the medical examination report 

(Ext.2 and Ext.3) to prove the allegations against the accused persons. However, 

as can be seen, there is no case reference number or ML registration number in 

Ext.2 and Ext.3. Hence, it cannot be ascertained that they pertain to this 

particular case. Both these documents mention simple injuries on the body of 

Kailash Shah and Prity Devi. However, the age of the injuries is not mentioned 

therein. It cannot be ascertained with certainty that the injuries referred to are 

the result of the alleged incident that had allegedly happened on 19.02.2017. 

Moreover, the injuries mentioned on the body of Kailash Shah and Prity Devi do 

not match with the narration of these witnesses regarding their injuries. Apart 

from that, Ext.3 mentions Prity Devi as the daughter of Bidya Sagar. But, the 

alleged assault was made on Prity Gupta who is the wife of Bidya Sagar. Hence, 

there is doubt that Ext.3 is the medical examination report of the wife of Bidya 

Sagar. These documents hence, would not be of any help to the prosecution.   

 

22. From the consideration of the entire evidence on record and the above 

discussion, it transpires that the version of each of the witnesses is different from 

the other. Even the complainant and the victims have different versions of the 

same alleged incident. The evidence of the prosecution witnesses regarding the 

alleged incident is exaggerated and contradictory which gives rise to confusion 

and doubt. It is not cogent and coherent which lacks credibility and reliability. 

Thus, there is no satisfactory evidence from the prosecution to prove the charges 

against the accused persons beyond doubt. Therefore, prosecution has failed to 

prove the offence under Section 447/294/323/506/34 of IPC against the accused 

persons through its evidence. 

 

23. Accordingly, the accused persons are found not guilty and acquitted of 

the charge under Section 447/294/323/506/34 of I.P.C. and they are set at 

liberty forthwith.  
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24. The bail bond executed by the accused and surety, if any are extended 

for next six months as per the Provisions of section 437(A) Cr.P.C.  

 

25. Seized articles, if any be returned to the rightful owner as per law.  

Case is disposed of on contest. 

Judgment is pronounced in open court, in presence of both sides, and given 

under my hand and seal of this court on this 31st day of May, 2019.                     

              

 

 

 

                   (Debasish Kashyap) 

      Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M),  

            Chapakhowa, Sadiya 
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APPENDIX 

EXHIBIT OF THE PROSECUTION 

Ext.1 : Ezahar. 

Ext.1(1):  Signature of PW1. 

Ext.2: Injury Report of P.W 6 

Ext.2(1): Signature of the M.O. 

Ext.3: Injury Report of P.W 2 

Ext.3(1): Signature of the M.O. 

Ext.4: Sketch map 

Ext.4(1): Signature of P.W.9 

Ex.5: Charge sheet  

Ext. 5(1): Signature of O.C (S.I Hemen Sharma) 
 

EXHIBIT OF THE DEFENCE  

NONE 

MATERIAL EXHIBIT OF THE PROSECUTION 

NONE 

MATERIAL EXHIBIT OF THE DEFENCE 

NONE  

PROSECUTION WITNESS 

P.W.1: Sri Bidya Sagar Gupta 

P.W.2: Smti. Preety Gupta 

P.W.3: Smti. Durga Deori 

P.W.4: Smti. Arati Kalita 

P.W.5: Smti. Girija Deori 

P.W.6: Sri Kailash Sah 

P.W.7: Smti. Saraswati Gupta 

P.W.8: Dr. Arnab Kashyap (M.O) 

P.W.9: ASI Deepak Gogoi.  
 

DEFENCE WITNESS 

NONE 
 

   (Debasish Kashyap) 

        Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M),   

                Chapakhowa, Sadiya   


